Mi Pre-enrolment
is a Digital Platform
mitigating Health
& Safety risk and
saving you time
and money

Mi Pre-enrolement is an online operative training platform specifically designed
for the construction industry. It is proven to automate traditionally manual
process and drive value at all levels of the construction supply-chain.

73,000
Working
hours saved

187,000
Operatives
enrolled

1/2M +
Sheets of
paper saved

Within the first
year of operation
our site AFR’s
reduced by 50%
and we saved over
£1M primarily due
to consistency
of approach
and improved
operative focus
Mark French

Chief Health, Safety and
Environment Officer
Willmott Dixon Group

Platform Benefits
- A clear and consistent message communicated across all sites
- Sub-contractors register and pre-enrol annually, regardless of how many sites they visit
- Site orientation is more focussed and takes less time increasing engagement
- Digital and auditable process - site manager gets clear visibility of all attendees
- Zero paper, stops all photocopying, filing and laborious administration
- Training material is targeted by role and skill, therefore meaningful for operatives
- Benefiting the industry, sub-contractors register once for multiple contractor access
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Mi Pre-enrolment
works to improve
mental wellbeing and
ensuring operatives
start on site focussed
as training is targeted
and not simply
repeated on every site
they attend.

Mi Pre-enrolment has
the ability to connect
with leading access
control systems
ensuring that verified
operatives get
automatic access.

Features
CITB Integration

Right to Work

Automatic Management

Communicates directly with CITB

If required MiPreEnrolment can

Operatives are notified every

to instantaneously check, authorise

integrate with the Home Office

12 months to renew their pre-

and return additional information

to automate the checking and

enrolment passport or when CSCS

on the operative, including

validation of identity information

memberships are about to expire.

their memberships and their

and Right to Work status.

photograph.

GDPR Compliant

Flagging System

Digital Library

All data is stored in the UK within

Site Team administrators are able

Mi PreEnrolment provides a

ISO 27001 data centres and all

to issue a green, yellow and red

history of all users, qualifications,

processes, including data input,

cards to operatives based on their

medical records, sites worked

storage and data requests confirm

behaviour on site.

upon, reducing paper, keeping data

with GDPR.

secure and importantly helping
protect operatives.

Operative Clicks
‘Get enrolled’ on any
web based device &
enter CITB details

Qualifications &
Certificates

Personal
Details Entered

The Process

Operative is
verified to work
on site

Safety and Medical
Questionnaire

Video / Tailored
Content based on
Q&A Training

Operatives

Enrolled &
Ready to
attend site

Site Admin

Site team admin
checks operative
Pre-enrolment

Operative submits their
unique reference
number

Operative arrives
on site specific
orienteering
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